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HOME SCREEN Status Area: Air & Lake 
Temp, Time, Depth

Driver Info

Infotainment Tiles

Driver Mode Select

Infotainment Page Select

Day/Night Lighting Mode

Check  Engine

General Alert
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Detailed driver mode. Provides added 
tachometer, heading, battery, oil temp 
and engine hours for ensuring optimal 
performance.

PERFORMANCE  MODE
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Simplified driver mode. Displays only 
critical engine information for ease of 
viewing. 

CRUISE  MODE
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Displayed automatically when engine 
is off. Provides only non-engine related 
data and relaxing, color-changing screen 
graphic. Simply touch the gauge icon, at 
the top of the screen, to return to driver 
info mode. 

RELAX MODE
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Infotainment apps tiles. Touching any of 
the tiles brings up the full menu selection 
in the Apps Screen layout (pg.8). Each tile 
has customizable Hot-Key functionality at 
the top level, without having to navigate 
to the Apps Screen. 

The tile layout is customizable under the 
HOME TILES PREFERENCE section of the 
SETTINGS menu.

1. Track Forward/Back Hot-Key (Audio 
App Tile only)

2. Apps Tile Hot-Keys Area

INFOTAINMENT TILES

2

1
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Press and hold individual button within 
a tile to bring up the HOT-KEY SELECT 
feature. Select which feature to display on 
the top-level HOME screen tile. The newly 
selected option replaces the current. 

CUSTOMIZABLE HOT-KEYS
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Track Back
Music Player

Android Apps Screen

Switch Controls

System Settings

Forward

Mixer Volume

Audio On/Off

Mute

Volume  Slider

Apps Screen Area

Media Player

APPS SCREEN

Home Screen
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The MIXER VOLUME slide-out menu allows the Driver the 
ability to change volume levels for the BOW, COCKPIT and 
PLATFORM zones. Pressing the SYNC button synchronizes 
all three zones.

MIXER VOLUME
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Play AM/FM radio, weather and SXM channels, or listen to 
music from an Android phone, Bluetooth device, or auxilia-
ry input from the MUSIC PLAYER screen. 

1. Equalization Menu 
2. Repeat
3. Presets Menu
4. Track Back
5. Pause
6. Track Forward
7. Shuffle Mode
8. Audio Source Select

MUSIC PLAYER
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2
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74 53 6
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The EQ Mixer slide-out menu allows the Driver the ability to 
change the equalization levels for TREBLE, MID, and BASS, 
and fade from LEFT to RIGHT.

EQUALIZATION MENU
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Get over 140 channels, including commercial-free music 
plus the best sports, news, talk, comedy and entertainment 
with SiriusXM radio. A SiriusXM Connect Vehicle Tuner, 
Antenna and Subscription are required and may be sold 
separately. For more information, visit www.siriusxm.com

1. Signal Strength
2. Presets Menu
3. Channel Browse
4. Category Browse
5. Direct Tune
6. Parental Controls

SIRIUSXM

1
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1

4 53 6

SiriusXM and all related marks and logos are trademarks 
of SiriusXM Radio Inc. All rights reserved.
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ANDROID APP The embedded ANDROID application allows the user the 
ability to download their favorite apps to their boat using 
Wi-Fi or a cellular hot-spot. Using the Amazon App Store, 
the user can search for their favorite music, weather, or 
navigation apps.

To stream music or get the latest weather reports, the sys-
tem will need to be connected to an active Internet source.
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MEDIA PLAYER  The system features rear-facing and front-facing 
cameras. When turned ON, under the BOAT 
OPTIONS section of the settings menu, buttons 
for the camera feeds will be selectable. 

Recorded videos and PDF files can be viewed by selecting 
either the VIDEO or PDF button. Video and image 
files can be stored on the system with  FILE XFER.
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SWITCH CONTROLS Turn On/Off various system on the boat including 
bilge pump and lighting for navigation, anchor, 
storage area, interior boat, exterior boat, docking 
and canopy on the switch control screen.
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SYSTEM SETTINGS The SYSTEM SETTINGS menu is divided into 
three sub-menus. View information on, reset, 
or update the systems software version in the 
SOFTWARE and BACKLIGHTING section. Here the 
lighting for Day/Night can also be adjusted. 

Note: In order to update the system software 
must be either installed via USB drive or over Wi-
Fi, which requires an active Wi-Fi connection.

The LANGUAGE section gives the choice between 
English, French, Spanish and German. 

HOME TILE PREFERENCE allows the customization 
of the HOME screen tile layout.
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TILE SETTINGS To customize the layout of the HOME SCREEN tiles 
start by selecting the desired tile to be replaced in the 
left-hand column. Next, select the new tile to replace 
it in the right-hand column and press the SWAP 
button. Press the SAVE button to save the new layout 
or DEFAULT to revert back to the factory default.
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CONFIG SETTINGS Various system options are customizable in the 
CONFIGURATION SETTINGS. Select between Imperial or 
Metric UNITS. Set TIMEZONE, time format and turn on/off 
daylight savings. Adjust DEPTH ALARM height along with 
air and/or lake temperature offsets. Calibrate FUEL and TRIM 
values. Select radio region and/or reset Sirius radio settings. 

The BOAT OPTIONS sub-menu allows on/off system access 
of front and rear cameras, automatic backup camera 
feature, and lighting for the canopy and exterior. 
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DIAG SETTINGS View on-screen diagnostic information concerning 
engine date, system power module outputs, 
current active and inactive engine alarms, 
and global positioning system status.
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CONNECT SETTINGS Manage Bluetooth settings, including pairing, 
name editing, enabling/disabling, and viewing 
connection status in the BLUETOOTH sub-menu.

View network connection status in the WI-FI sub-menu.


